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1 1 0 AKALI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. Self Clean Nano Coating for automotive http://www.akalinano.com KH Peng +886 2 2758 4890 kh@akalinano.com
+886 

971638635
2009 AKALI Hong Kong, Japan

  Nano particles can adhere to the surface as a self clean driving force

  Decompose toxic Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) such as formaldehyde, toluene,..

  Decompose toxic gases, smoke smell, and organic chemical odor.

  Improve car interior air quality

  Colorless, odorless, and non-touch nano coating

  Long lifespan – up to 3 years

  Green and Eco - complies with EU non-toxic and harmless regulations

2 1 0
AUF-DERBIN INTERNATIONAL 

CORP.
air suspension, shockabsorber, air spring http://www.aufauto.com.tw 林小姐/Brenda Lin

Exporting 

manger
+886 2 2793 7575 auf.brenda@msa.hinet.net

+886 988 354 

860
1988 AE, AUF

全世界   日本 大陸 

馬來西亞 印尼 歐洲 

美國

air suspension, shock absorber , air strut, air spring for European passenger car_by 

BMW, Mercedes, Audi, Bentley, Volkswagen, Jaguar, Porsche …etc.,

3 1 1 1 BAO CHUAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. Automotive Shock Absorber http://www.baochuan.com.tw Ben Sale +886 6 254 5306 free2428@ms77.hinet.net 0903650766 2001
Σ-Power Shock 

Absorber
日本.卡達

Σ-POWER produce products with selected parts. The first-class material and rigorous 

process brings our products working in wide scope of environment. Self develop-patent 

extend 2X long life of our products. Σ-POWER is your indispensable partner in 

aftermarket of cars.

4 1 1 1 CHUN TAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. BBQ electric charcoal lighter http://www.chuntai.com.tw Ava Li +886-2-87512922 ava@chuntai.com.tw 0914007330 1980 RJE 美國 Immersion Water Heater, BBQ Charcoal Lighters

5 1 1 0 DAILY SEALING SYSTEM CO., LTD. Sealing machine, Vacuum sealer http://www.dailysealing.com Selina Huang +886 4 2491 8398 selina@dailypack.com.tw 0972-376058 2010 DailySealing 美國

The new type of sealing machine and vacuum sealer adopt button-type control of 

vacuuming time, sealing time, cooling time and temperature, which are displayed on the 

LCD screen, and the operation is simple for user.

6 v 1 0
ECOLOHAS ENERGY 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Renewable energy power generation planning, 

smart energy storage system development, smart 

microgrid planning, and distributed grid planning.

http://www.ecolohas.com.tw Tina Hsu
HR & Adm . 

Managre

+886 7 215 

4567#17
tina@ecolohas.com.tw 0975790029 1998 ecolohas 日本、美國、歐洲

Smart Energy Storage System

Smart energy storage system is designed for home, business, and power grid. It can be 

applied to different situations of use. It is durable, waterproof, and dustproof. With 

remote monitoring function, we can monitor renewable energy power generation, power 

storage, power consumption load anytime and anywhere. Also, it integrates precision 

battery and energy management systems providing better quality and efficiency 

improvement.

  Designed and Made in Taiwan.

  Multiple-battery integration.

  Compatible with all energy facilities.

  Customized planning and designs.

Distributed Microgrid Concept

This concept consists of three major elements. Renewable energy power generation 

system, independent small-scale energy storage system, and centralized large-scale 

energy storage system.

 1.Renewable energy will be prioritized for the use of loads (solar power, wind power, 

and hydropower generation).

 2.The extra electricity of renewable energy will be stored in independent small-scale 

energy storage system.

 3.When electricity is saturated in independent small-scale energy storage system, the 

excess power will be delivered to centralized energy storage system.

 4.When the renewable energy power supply stops and the power runs out in small 

power storage station, the centralized energy storage system will be activated and suppy 

7 1 0
EVERFOCUS ELECTRONICS 

CORP.
Industrial PC, CCTV system, mobile devices http://www.everfocus.com.tw Jean Wu +886-2-2662-2338 jyying_wu@everfocus.com.tw

+886 917 262 

603
1995 EverFocus Global

EverFocus' industrial PC sereis is NDAA compliant and manufacturered in Taiwan. It is a 

fanless and shock/vibration proof edge device which is suitable for all sorts of smart 

maret applicaiton.

8 v 1 0 FORMOSA AUDIOMATE LTD. Amplifier http://www.formosa-audio.com Sophia Huang
+886 2 3234 

1012#213
sales1@formosa-audio.com 0958928686 2000 none 歐美國家

Our audio power solutions come with everything you need to "responsibly" design, sell 

and service cutting-edge systems in virtually any form factor--either virtual turn-key or 

fully customized to liking. Renowned companies have relied on our design and 

production teams for years, so if yours needs to include digitally accurate controls with 

impeccable sound quality, durable lightweight construction, and cool-running, 

professional-grade components, then our experienced staff has the tech you're seeking. 

We can even manage full system safety testing to CE and C/US standards if you like.

With fabrication facilities and design personnel in Taiwan, we scale to your needs and 

test to your specifications. Formosa Audiomate delivers Made in Taiwan Audio 

craftsmanship at competitive prices, rational order quantities, with personalized packing 

and shipping services anywhere your sales dictate. Let our crew craft your next market-

leading, digital audio product and take the market by storm. It's our promise.

9 v 0 0
GOOD FORTUNE TECHNOLOGY 

CO., LTD.
LED GREEN ENERGY,SOLAR PRODUCT www.jmled.tw Emily Chiang sale manager +886 2 2952 2798 emily8887@hotmail.com

+886 921 269 

817
2000 JMLED 全球

❖MIT Made in Taiwan Product Quality Assurance.

❖Extraordinary Performance with build-in high power battery cell.

❖Handy & Proficient Hanger.

❖User friendly 3D mechanical Design.

10 v 1 HOLD ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. Bubble Toys http://www.unclebubble.com Ellen Tsai sales
+886 2 2917 

3662#223
ellentsai@hold.com.tw 0908996138 1986 Uncle Bubble USA /UK

Hold Enterprises produces a variety of different solutions for many types of bubbles, a 

few of which include Touchable Bubbles and Wedding Bubbles. We export our bubbles 

worldwide and have received many prizes and patents for our efforts. In addition to 

manufacturing Bubbles, we have also developed Growing Pets and Lenticular Lenses 

which feature pictures of animated drawings and more.

OEM and personalized customer design specifications are welcome. We understand 

that everyone is looking for a special niche in an increasingly competitive market and 

continually strive to supply our valued customers with high quality, unique products that 

are both fun and educational for children

11 1 1 0 JEFFRIN INT'L CO., LTD.

Commercial / Household kitchen appliances 

manufacturer : Commercial High-power induction 

cooker, range hood, electric kettle, high power 

juicer blender, bread baking machine, Stand Mixer, 

http://www.jeffrinintl.com/ Ms.Liao +886 4 2236 9985 lisa@jeffrinintl.com
+886 936 288 

590
1987 JEFFRIN 美加 Commercial Appliances with ETL/CE/Rohs approval, welcome to OEM/ODM

12 v 0 0
JNICE SPORTS ENTERPRISE CO., 

LTD.

badminton racket, shuttlecock, sportswear, 

backpack, elastic band
http://www.jnice.com.tw YOU YAN SHI

Overseas 

manager
+886 2 2368 2068 service@jnice.com.tw

+886 912 860 

509
2009 JNICE

南韓、法國、美國、

荷蘭、馬來西亞、泰

國、瑞典

We keep trying to create an authentic and honest product that makes the customer 

happy, that is our belief. And bringing a sense of surprise to the customers, that is our 

mission. A key aspect to product development is to introduce new values to the market. 

We consider new materials, new structures and new theories, hoping to surprise the 

customers with advanced technologies that can lead the sport.

13 v 1 1 JOYWELL MOTOR CORPORATION

Cylinder Liner、Truck parts, Engine parts, Chassis 

parts, Transmission gear parts, Differential 

assembly and parts, Body parts

https://joywell.en.taiwantrade.com

/

http://www.joywell.com.tw

Mary Lin
sales 

representative
+886 4 3500 8377 jmc.group@msa.hinet.net 0955111556 2002

JMC MOTOR, 

ALPHA MOTOR

Latin America, South 

America, Europe, 

Middle East, Asia

#supplying to OE local market. #sufficient experience within 60 years for global market. 

#professional manufacture for the diesel engine spare parts. #ISO UL DUNS certificate.

14 1 1 JYH SHINN PLASTIC CO., LTD. Cable Tie and Cable Accessories http://www.jsplastic.com
Ms.Huang/Mr.Che

n
+886 6 255 1788 jsp1976@ms71.hinet.net 0921313027 1976 TIE PRO-Taiwan

美國, 墨西哥, 法國, 

印度, 新加坡, ...etc.

Supporting Universal and High-end Industries with “Standard” & “Specific” Cable Ties

(1) Heat-resistant nylon cable ties: As a counter-measure against high temperatures up 

to 150℃, these can be applied on electric motors and engines.

(2) V0 fire-proof cable ties: These are highly noninflammable and generate very little 

smoke. They are widely used on white appliances and wiring in public areas.

(3) UV-proof cable ties: These are weather-resistant and present excellent endurance in 

outdoor environments.

(4) Acid/alkali-resistant cable ties: These are best-suited with applications involving 

chemicals of strong acid and alkali.

15 1 1 1 KEN YO INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
Gym sport mats; safety floor mats; anti-fatigue floor 

mats; play puzzle mats
http://www.kenyomat.com David Liu +886 4 2251 7280 kenyo998@ms7.hinet.net

+886 932 513 

793
1995 KenYoMat 全球

Safety raw materials no harm to health and body. soft foam sheets to protect body's play 

at floor & wall.

varios colors and colorful.  waterproof, easy clean & maintainence. long life for useness.

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

17 v 1 1 MAYSAIN TRADING CO., LTD.
personal skin care products(Medical grade): Hair& 

scalp，body，Facial，Hand &Feet
https://www.amaysain.com.tw Li ,WAN-RONG +886 7 702 7349 sealway6@gmail.com 0970636621 2016 Reto 美國

IRB Approval Direct clinical evidence, most used by medical centers in Taiwan, most 

intimate care

The best choice for Baby, Mother, Parents and Patients

18 v 1 1
MEACRON COSMETICS 

LABORATORY INC.
Mask, essence, toner, lotion, cream, hair treatment

https://www.medicon.tw/?locale=z

h-hant
Beatrice Chiu +88662640268 sales@meacron.com

+88693158961

1
2009

Medgene, Quest, 

Louvier, Mastica

菲律賓、泰國、美國

、澳洲、俄羅斯

Formula upgrade, various marketing channels, innovative formula based on dermal 

renewal solution.
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19 v 1 0 MEGATONE ELECTRONICS CORP.
Black Mirror Scale Series、Manual Coffee 

Grinder、Electric Pour over Kettle
http://www.megatonecorp.com Mr. Hu

+886 2 2562 

8238#208
orders@megatonecorp.com 0921603938 1972

TIMEMORE 

COFFEE

美國、哥倫比亞、阿

根廷、智利

-Black Mirror Scale Series: Its stable and elegant pour-over stand and Black Mirror 

simple scale demonstrate modern design aesthetics. With comprehensive brewing 

information, pour-over data can be completely controlled.

-Coffee Grinder: The design is based on the professional grinding requirements. Make 

beautifully crafted works in aesthetics.

-Electric Pour over Kettle: Patented Spout for stable stream, Fast Heating with STRIX 

Temp. Control, Hidden LED screen, Slide to control temp.

20 v 1 1 Pan Taiwan Enterprise Co., Ltd.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT / 

TRAFFIC SAFETY
https://safety.pantaiwan.com.tw/ Aidan Weng +886 2 8226 5199

aidanweng@pantaiwan.com.t

w
0939850907 1977 Pan Taiwan 歐洲、美洲、亞洲

We supply a wide range of personal protective equipment including Helmets, Goggles, 

Spectacles, Face Protection, Ear Protection, Mask Respirator, Coveralls, Gloves, 

Rainwear, Safety Harness, Road Safety and Welding Accessories. So far our products 

have been exported to over 80 countries in the world. Since 1996, we have established a 

quality assurance system in accordance with ISO 9001. For 40 years, our sales and 

technician teams have been dedicating to provide our customers within innovative 

products in a high quality, competitive prices, and prompt delivery.

21 1 1 PURE HOME CO., LTD Color Restoring Conditioner https://www.purehome.com.tw Liao CH +886 910666219 liaochceo@gmail.com
+886 910 666 

219
2003

PureHome Hair fast-

black conditioner

馬來西亞、新加坡、

汶萊

Hair fast-black conditioner is a conditioner that satisfies the dual functions of "black hair" 

and "hair care" at the same time. It can solve the problem for people with grey hair, and 

there is no need to worry about damage to the scalp after long-term use.

It is not a hair dye. It didn’t have chemical ingredients, such add p-Phenylenediamine 

(PPD), ammonia, hydrogen peroxide, chemical fragrances, chemical pigments, chemical 

preservatives, heavy metals and other chemical dyes. 

Its color change principle is based on " "Plant extract enzyme formula", produces natural 

discoloration with hair protein. It does not need to be rinsed after using the product. 

Although it is not as effective as chemical hair dyes, it can be used every day without any 

harm. If you use it continuously for more than 3 days, you can see the hair color 

changed. It just takes 60 seconds a day to use, you can make your hair color darker and 

darker, also care your scalp at the same time and solve the problem of gray hair.

The three characteristics are

Time-saving: Only 60 seconds a day, no need to rinse

Safe: Non-chemical dyes, can use everyday

Obviously effective: After 3 days of continuous use, the gray hair becomes black

22 v 1 1 RAPHAEL ELETRONICS CO., LTD. POWER SUPPLY, FAN http://www.raphaelpower.com Sophia Fan +886 2 8227 9128 judyfan@raphaelpower.com.tw
+886 923 251 

898
1997 Raphael

Israel, Egypt, India, 

Malaysia, Belgium, 

Chile, Colombia

 1.Efficiency Level VI

 2.Type U: 2-pole American plug, Type E: 2- pole European plug; interchangeable AC 

plug.

 3.Warranty 3 years.

 4.DC output plug changeable

 5.N0-load loss<0.075W~0.3W

23 1 1 0
ROUND TECK INTERNATIONAL 

COMPANY
Adapter Power http://www.litzwire.com.tw MANDY TSAI MANDY TSAI +886 2 2929 1658 mandy@roundteck.com.tw

+886 935 989 

478
2011 TAI-I/DAH-JIN

瑞士/美國/泰國/香港/

大陸

GOOD QUALITY/LOW PRICE/LEAD TIME SHORT

24 v 1 1
SILVER ONYX ENTERPRISE CO., 

LTD.

Customized laminatation pouches, Printing 

customized paper boxes, Customized paper 

envelopes, Printing gift paper cards

www.yinhui.com.tw Amy Hsu +886 2 2591 9285 amy@yinhui.com.tw
+886 931 396 

968
1975 N/A

Philippines, 

Singapore, Australia, 

United States

Excellent Aroma Production & Barrier Properties to Air, Moisture & Light.

Eye-Catching & Value-Adding Designs.

Waste-Reducing & Environmental Friendly.

High Flexibility, Low Breakage during Transportation.

25 v 1 1
SON DAR ELECTRONIC 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

DC to AC Pure Sine Wave Power Inverter 400W 

(SU-24040E)

http://www.taiwantrade.com.tw/inv

erter
Camay Liao Sales Manager

+886 3 459 

0707#13
sondar8@ms57.hinet.net

+886 912 218 

476
1992 SON DAR

日本， 英國， 

澳大利亞

unique, thin, tiny and stylish  with high efficiency

26 v 1 1 WIN SHINE MACHINERY CO., LTD. Paper boxes, paper trays, paper plates http://www.win-shine.com.tw/ Jair  Yang +886 4 2515 4999
winshine.taiwan1990@gmail.c

om
0961266275 1990 WS

Asia area, USA area. 

Europe area...

Main Products:

Variety of 1~5 Compartment paper lunch box forming machine

Carton Erecting Machine for Hamburger Box, Paper box for French Fries or cakes, Paper 

tray and Food pail Box.

Food Pail Forming Machine, Paper Pail Forming Machine, Food Container Forming 

Machine, Paper Pail, Fold-Pak, Takeout Box, Takeout Containers, Disposable Paper 

Take Out Food Containers

Automatic Paper Cup Machine / Paper Plate and Bowl Making Machine.

Since Win Shine R&D WS-1101 paper lunch box forming machine with the highest skills 

and experience in the market, but we keep to be Top Paper Box Forming Machinery, we 

develop up higher efficient machines than our ourselves.

We cooperate with international paper groups continuously, keeping developing up most 

Eco friendly like biodegrade paper, could hold on higher heating temperature more than 

200 degree through Induction Cooker, Microwave or Oven Cooking frozen foods 

containers.

27 1 0 YU CHA COMPANY DUST COLLECTOR http://www.yucha.com.tw
PEI-CHING   

YANG
SALES +886 4 2515 6553 yu.cha@msa.hinet.net

+886   

933466931
1999 YU CHA 東南亞

With many years of experience in the field of powder suction machine and dust collector, 

combining our professional experience and new designs, our company has broken the 

tradition and improved the functions of these machineries that is needed such as, optics 

camera lens material, by using pulsed sifting machine during the production of medical 

products, this machine is able to separate the smirch and dust. After many researches, 

the separation of dust particle is able to be designed upon request and also the injection 

of high air pressure will not let the dust be blocked. As a result of this, the quality of our 

product is closer to perfection. The water-leachable dust collector will be able to eliminate 

fiber, 16, carbon powder, aluminum powder that are harmful to humans during the 

production process. In order to prevent the explosion of dust, special designs has been 

made in this kind of water-leachable dust collector.Stainless steel #304 has been used in 

this kind of machine as this kind of material can improve the durability of the machines. 

Also silencer have been added to reduce the noise levels in the working place. When it 

comes to cleaning the machine, the traditional machine is very troublesome and also the 

dust will fly about in the air. Compared to the traditional dust collector, the new model is 

very ergonomic as it is very convenient to clean, just like taking out the garbage at home. 

Also, customers do not have the trouble of needing to change fans. Another product of 

our company is material suction machine. This model is very useful to have as it recycles 

plastic material, food powder and other materials. It is made from Stainless steel and PE 

filter  and non-stick products can be used in the machine. This machine will not be 

blocked, the ability to distribute is strong and also the machine is very fast at changing 

materials. Due to so many advantages, this machine has been well recognized in this 

industry. Yu Cha Company will keep forging ahead and be innovative and we will 

maintain our guaranteed quality both in our service and quality. We will strive to make 

Subtotal 27 19 15

For companies who would like  to state their interest, contact   Ms. Cindy Eugene 468-4216/ 715-4041


